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The Need: Understanding and predicting the major phenomena taking place

in the solar corona, such as flares and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs), the

heating and evolution of the solar atmosphere, and the acceleration of

the solar wind, are fundamental challenges to predict our own star. These

challenges are related to the solar magnetism and to the physical properties

of solar plasmas: meeting them requires two types of measurements: (A)

Spectrally resolved, simultaneous observations of the entire corona in multiple

spectral lines emitted by chromospheric to hot coronal plasmas at high spatial

resolution and cadence for long periods of time; and (B) Coronal magnetic

field measurements.

The Problem: The current fleet of space instruments suffers from three

main limitations: (A) EUV narrow-band imagers provide simultaneous 2D

images of the corona, but lack adequate plasma diagnostic capabilities; (B)

High-resolution EUV spectrometers have the required diagnostic potential, but

their narrow field of view prevents a continuous and simultaneous coverage of

the entire corona. (C) No current instrument can measure the global coronal

magnetic field.

The Solution: Visible to near-IR coronagraphs coupled to tunable filters

combine the strengths of both EUV high resolution spectrometers and

EUV imagers in one single instrument by 1) providing 2D images of

the whole field of view at a single wavelength; 2) spectrally resolving

individual lines near-simultaneously across the entire field of view, and 3)

measuring the magnetic field through polarimetry. The proposed Coronal

Solar Magnetism Observatory (COSMO) visible to near-IR coronagraph would

allow the measurement of: (A) simultaneous plasma thermal structure of

the whole solar corona and CMEs; (B) plasma velocity vector; and (C)

coronal magnetic field. The technology behind visible/near-IR coronagraphs

coupled to tunable filters is mature; ground-based implementation of

such instruments would provide long-term, easily-upgradable data sets.
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1 Open problems in solar physics

The solar corona has critical importance for the solar-
terrestrial relationship, as it hosts a number of phenomena
that directly affect the Earth. For example, flares and Coronal
Mass Ejections (CMEs), the most important Space Weather
events, are initiated in the corona: flare radiation influences the
density of the Earth’s upper atmosphere and can perturb satellite
trajectories and health; CMEs can disrupt communications,
power grids, and pose health hazards to astronauts and even
to airplane passengers traveling on polar routes. The solar wind
shapes the structure of the Heliosphere, and the multimillion
degree temperature of the corona is responsible for the high
energy radiation output of the Sun, which shapes terrestrial
and planetary ionospheres, is the main energy input of the
Earth’s thermosphere, and affects satellite drag. In order to study
these phenomena, a host of diagnostic techniques have been
developed over the years to determine the main properties
of solar atmospheric plasmas. Despite their availability, and
the vast amount of measurements that they have allowed, our
understanding of the processes regulating the solar corona and
capability of predicting solar eruptions is still limited.

For example, the processes that store and release the plasma
and energy involved in solar activity events are still poorly
understood. This, however, is not the only limitation in our
understanding of the solar atmosphere. In fact, the solar corona is
heated tomultimillion degree temperatures, but themechanisms
that provide the required energy to reach and maintain those
temperatures are unknown; the solar wind, accelerated from the
solar atmosphere, shapes the heliosphere and its characteristics,
still its origin is not understood; the composition of the solar
corona is subject to fractionation processes that differentiate it
from that of the underlying photosphere, which have not yet
been identified. Also, solar activity is strongly dependent on the
22 years solarmagnetic cycle, whichwe are still unable to predict.

Even if we still do not understand some of the fundamental
properties of the solar atmosphere, one thing is clear: all these
phenomena are related to the magnetic field that pervades the
solar atmosphere and organizes the plasma in structures at all
scales. Several theories have been proposed on how magnetic
energy is released into solar plasmas and how it accelerates them,
but progress in discriminating among them has been hindered
by one fundamental fact: we do not have measurements of the
magnetic field in the solar corona.

Even more importantly, the lack of magnetic field
measurements (due to the intrinsic difficulty of measuring it)
prevents us from linking this quantity to the other properties of

the solar corona, such as plasma density, temperature, dynamics
and composition, so that the effects of the magnetic field on
coronal plasmas are still not understood.

The lack of coronalmagnetic field diagnostics has become the
bottleneck in further advancing solar physics.

2 Gleaning information about the
Sun: Available plasma diagnostic
techniques

Understanding and forecasting the properties of activity
events in the solar atmosphere needsmeasurements of its plasma
physical properties. To this end, an array of diagnostic techniques
have been developed, most of which utilize the X-ray, EUV
and UV emission from the solar corona. Being optically thin,
the observed radiation in this wavelength range allows the
measurement of line-of-sight (LOS) averaged values for many
critically important physical properties, the most important of
which are:

• Electron temperature and density
• Plasma temperature distribution (Differential Emission

Measure)
• Plasma elemental composition
• LOS velocity
• Ion temperature
• Non-thermal velocities

For a review of these techniques, see Phillips et al. (2008)
and Del Zanna and Mason (2018). Additional techniques are
available to glean information on the plasma electron velocity
distribution (Del Zanna et al., 2022), wind speed (Doppler
dimming in UV lines, Kohl et al., 2006), and ion abundances
(Boe et al., 2020).

Measurements of the coronal magnetic field are more
difficult, because of the weakness of its signatures and
of the complexity of the measurements. Indirect sporadic
measurements have been carried out using coronal loop
seismology (De Moortel et al., 2016) and, recsently, long-
duration observations of waves in the solar corona from the
Coronal Magnetometer and Polarimeter (CoMP; Tomczyk et al.,
2008) in the visible to near-IR wavelength range, providing maps
of the plane-of-the-sky component of the coronal magnetic field
at the limb (Yang et al., 2020). Components of the coronal
magnetic field vector can be measured from polarimetric
techniques based on the Hanle and Zeeman effects applied to
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visible to near-IR spectra of the off-disk solar corona (Lin et al.,
2004; Casini et al., 2017). The only measurements of coronal
magnetic fields on the disk come from radio measurements,
sometimes in combination with EUV observations. These
measurements, however, are typically able to yield magnetic field
strengths in excess of≈200 G and thus aremost suitable for active
regions (e.g., Brosius et al., 2006; Brosius and White 2022). The
capability of measuring coronal magnetic field combining radio
and EUV observations has been recently reviewed by Fleishman
et al. (2022).

Recently, Si et al. (2020) and Landi et al. (2020) developed a
new diagnostic technique to measure the magnetic field strength
in active regions using a single Fe X line observed by Hinode/EIS
at 257.26 Å.This technique has great advantages as it canmeasure
the magnetic field both on the disk and at the limb, and can be
applied to more than one solar cycle worth of measurements
from Hinode/EIS. However, it does not provide any direct
information on the magnetic field vector orientation, and cannot
detect the weaker coronal magnetic field found in coronal holes
and quiet Sun.

3 Gleaning information about the
Sun: Available instruments

There are two main types of instruments currently deployed
to study the solar corona in the X-ray, EUV, UV, visible
and near-IR ranges: narrow-band imagers and high resolution
spectrometers. Both have strengths and weaknesses, which
have at the same time allowed us to make great progress in
understanding the solar atmosphere and the processes that

fuel its temperature structure and activity, and hindered our
efforts at giving definitive answers to fundamental processes
such as coronal heating and solar wind acceleration. Figure 1
summarizes their strengths and weaknesses.

3.1 Narrow band imagers

Narrow band imagers provide high-cadence, high resolution
images of the entire corona (or, in the case of coronagraphic
instruments, of the entire off-limb corona) by summing the
emission in a relatively narrow wavelength range. In this way,
they are able to paint a very comprehensive picture of structures
in the entire solar atmosphere, and of their time evolution; in the
case of soft X-ray or EUV instruments, bandpasses are centered
around strong, isolated spectral lineswhich limit the sensitivity of
the instrument to a narrow temperature range. However, several
spectral lines from other ions formed at different temperatures
beyond the nominal one contribute to the observed emission, so
that the temperature response of each channel is wide and greatly
limits the ability of the instrument to study the thermal structure
of the Sun. Also, soft X-ray and EUV imagers can provide no
information about plasma composition and magnetic field, and
only approximate results can be obtained on plasma density and
dynamical status.

3.2 High resolution spectrometers

By being able to resolve individual lines from a number
of ions from different elements, and record their profiles,

FIGURE 1
Strengths and weaknesses of available instrument types for solar coronal research. Visible to near-IR coronagraphs couple the high cadence
and field of view of narrow band EUV imagers and the spectral information provided by EUV spectrometers, and further combine it with the
advantages of polarized line observations.
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FIGURE 2
Comparison of the field of view and observation times of coordinated EIS observations during the 11 July 2010 eclipse (courtesy of Prof. S.R.
Habbal). Ground based COSMO/LC integration time and cadence are comparable to eclipse ones.

FIGURE 3
Comparison of the field of view of SDO/AIA with the COSMO
one. Background eclipse image shows Fe XI (red) and Fe XIV
(green) superimposed intensities from the 1 August 2008 eclipse
(courtesy of Prof. S. R. Habbal).

spectrometers provide the best diagnostic tools at our disposal,
and are capable of sampling thewide range of temperatures in the
solar atmosphere with the best temperature resolution. However,
they also have one significant limitation: by dispersing the image
of a narrow-slit, their FOV is very small, and it takes significant
time to build 2D images of a portion of the solar surface, even
as small as an active region, as shown in Figure 2. This results

in non-simultaneous images of the FOV, and in a relatively low
cadence of observations.

3.3 Limitations of short wavelength
regimes

Instruments devoted to the study of the solar corona in
the UV, EUV and X-ray ranges have one more limitation: the
limited range of heights above the photosphere where they can
obtain a large enough signal-to-noise ratio to make meaningful
observations. This is due to the mechanism generating the
radiation in these wavelength ranges, which essentially consists
of the excitation of coronal ions by inelastic collisions with free
electrons.Thismechanism causes the intensity to be proportional
to the square of the local plasma density: as coronal density
decreases exponentially, the brightness of this type of radiation
decreases very rapidly, effectively limiting the FOV of X-ray
and EUV instruments to around 0.3 solar radii above the
photosphere. Although EUV imagers with larger FOV are being
studied (SunCet Cubesat Mission, Mason et al., 2021), FOV
limitations will still be a problem in the foreseeable future.

On the contrary, coronal radiation in the visible and near-
IR is largely produced by photo-excitation from photospheric
radiation, which takes over collisional excitation when this
becomes inefficient. Once photoexcitation takes over, the line
intensity decreases with distance proportionally to the density,
and thus provides a suitable signal-to-noise ratio for much
larger distances than the collisionally excited X-ray and EUV
radiation. Figure 3 shows a composite image from the 1 August
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2008 eclipse in the visible range superimposed to the AIA FOV,
beyond which the EUV signal is too low to be detected by that
instrument.

4 Gleaning information about the
Sun: What do we need and are
missing?

Ground based coronagraphic observations of visible and
near-IR lines emitted by the solar corona can overcome most of
these limitations. First, visible and near-IR spectral lines retain
the full diagnostic potential of EUV spectral lines, and through
the use of tunable filters they can at the same time be resolved
in wavelength and be observed near-simultaneously across the
entire FOV. Second, visible/near-IR magnetic dipole lines allow
the detection of the effects of the magnetic field on spectral
line intensity, polarization, and profiles, allowing for systematic
observations of the coronal magnetic field. Third, at large heights
visible and near-IR coronal lines are radiation-dominated and
thus their intensity decreases with distance from the limb much
more slowly than collision-dominated EUV lines, allowing us
to extend the instrument’s useful FOV to larger heights (see
Figure 3). Using long time series of observations, a single ground
based tunable filter coronagraph can provide several hours
of continuous measurements of plasma dynamics, magnetism
and thermodynamics of the entire corona; the ground based
location of the instrument ensures easymaintenance, repairs and
upgrades, and prolongs and enhances the operational life of the
instrument.

5 A new facility: COSMO large
coronagraph

The proposed Coronal Solar Magnetism Observatory
(COSMO) facility comprises three telescopes, which together
span the solar atmosphere: 1) a large coronagraph (LC) with
a 1.5-m aperture to measure the magnetic field, temperature,
density, structure and dynamics of the corona with a FOV
reaching to 2 solar radii (Figure 3); 2) an instrument for
monitoring magnetic fields and plasma properties of the
chromosphere and prominences (ChroMag); and 3) a white light
K-coronagraph (K-Cor) to measure the density structure and
dynamics of the corona and CMEs. K-Cor has been operational
since 2013, routinely providing images of the solar corona
from 1.05 to 3 solar radii, while ChroMag is currently under
construction and will observe the solar chromosphere using
polarized light from emission lines.

The central instrument in the COSMO suite is a 1.5 m-
aperture Large Coronagraph that will obtain dailymeasurements
of the strength and direction of coronal magnetic fields over
a 1o (±2 Rsun) FOV. The line-of-sight strength of coronal
magnetic fields can be measured directly through the Zeeman
effect observed in the circular polarization of coronal forbidden
emission lines. The linear polarization from resonant scattering
of photospheric radiation is used to measure the plane-of-sky
direction of the magnetic field (azimuth). The LC aperture
is driven by the need to collect sufficient photons to achieve
the magnetic field sensitivity for the Zeeman measurements.
The 1o FOV allows the study of typical large-scale coronal
structures (see Figure 3 2). The broad wavelength range is

FIGURE 4
Example of UCoMP observations. (A): enhanced intensity image of the solar corona with the Fe XIII 1074 nm line, taken on 10 March 2022. (B):
UCOMP daily temperature map obtained with the superposition of daily average images of Fe XV 706 nm (red), Fe XIII 1074 nm (green) and
789 nm (blue) of the solar corona; on the disk, an SDO/AIA multi-channel image has been inserted.
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critical to observe many visible and near-IR emission lines
formed in the solar corona, which will be spectrally resolved
near-simultaneously across the entire FOV by using tunable
filters. These spectral lines span a wide range of temperatures
and provide information on the plasma thermal structure,
density and dynamical status using standard diagnostic
techniques. Combination of Doppler LOS velocity with POS
speed measurements from a series of images can provide an
estimate of the velocity vector, which is particularly useful for
CMEs.

A prototype of COSMO, the Upgraded Coronal Multi-
channel Polarimeter (UCoMP), a 20-cm ground based
coronagraph also working in the visible and near-IR, has been
recently built as a pathfinder for COSMO LC. With a much
more limited aperture, UCoMP can provide near-simultaneous,
spectrally resolved images of the solar corona in coronal spectral
lines from Fe X, XI, XIII (2 lines), XV. These lines allow
the measurement of line intensity, centroid and width across
the entire corona, for a much wider range of distances from
the photosphere. Also, the Fe XIII pair of lines allows the
measurement of the coronal free electron density, as well as
polarimetric measurements of the magnetic field through the
determination of Stokes Q and U. Although the nominal FOV
reaches 2.0 solar radii, UCoMP’s small aperture does not allow
themeasured emission to have sufficient signal-to-noise ratios to
measure Stokes V, as well as the intensities of most lines beyond
1.5 Rsun but it allows us to experiment at low cost for new
filters centered on other coronal spectral lines to explore other
diagnostic possibilities. An example of UCoMP observations is
shown in Figure 4.

COSMO LC will provide the necessary observing power
and necessary sensitivity to extend measurements up to 2
Rsun and spectroscopically image the region of the corona
(1.5–2.0 Rsun) where the plasma becomes largely collisionless
and spectral signatures of wave-particle interactions can become
visible. COSMO LC will benefit from the experience gained with
UCoMP, as well as from the filter experimentation the latter will
enable, to open a new window in a part of the corona that has
never been systematically observed. COSMO LC will provide
critical observables to understand the physical processes that
heat and accelerate the solar wind, and determine the first stages
and the evolution of large scale coronal structures as well as
CMEs.
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